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Abstract: The project mainly focus on Secure Storage and Sharing in cloud computing. Cloud services are used
for storing and retrieving the data. Nowadays, most of the drawbacks in cloud computing is the user
authentication problems. The proposed system implements the electronic key to enter into the cloud by the user.
The electronic key is given by the admin. The user use to store and retrieve the data. For viewing the data
biometric authentication is used. The secured biometric authentication technique bridges the gap between the
insufficiencies of existing electronic authentication solution. It consists of two levels of authentication such as
Fingerprint, and Iris. Those images are compared by the minutia matching algorithm. This algorithm produced
efficient image comparison with the percentage levels. Then, implements access control for secure sharing to
authenticate for cloud users. The result simulates that, the data stored in the cloud is secured.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is an emerging technology which allows multi-tenant to request for services and resources
from their service providers in an on-demand environment. It is a complex yet resource saving infrastructure for
today’s modern business needs, providing the means through which services are delivered to the end users via
Internet access. In the cloud environment, users can access services based on their needs without knowing how the
services are delivered and where the service are hosted. It is a computing model, where resources such as computing
power, storage, network and software are abstracted and provided as services on the internet in a remotely accessible
fashion. When talking about Internet authentication, in most cases, people are still talking about passwords. One of
the biggest problems with current authentication approaches is the existence of too many password account pairings
for each user, which leads to forgetting or using the same username and password for multiple sites. A possible
solution to this problem can be found in the use of biometrics. Biometric authentication techniques, which try to
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validate the identity of an user based on his/her physiological or behavioral traits, are already quite widely used for
local authentication purposes (for private use), while their use on the Internet is still relatively modest. The main
reason for this setting is open issues pertaining mainly to the accessibility and scalability of existing biometric
technology. Similar issues are also encountered in other deployment domains of biometric technology, such as
forensics, law-enforcement and alike.
Department of Defense, or the Department of Homeland Security are expected to grow significantly over the next
few yours to accommodate several hundred millions (or even billions) of identities. Such expectations make it
necessary to devise highly scalable biometric technology, capable of operating on enormous amounts of data, which,
in turn, induces the need for sufficient storage capacity and significant processing power.
The first solution that comes to mind with respect to the outlined issues is moving the existing biometric technology
to a cloud platform that ensures appropriate scalability of the technology, sufficient amounts of storage, parallel
processing capabilities, and with the widespread availability of mobile devices also provides an accessible entry
point for various applications and services that rely on mobile clients. Hence, cloud computing is capable of
addressing issues related to the next generation of biometric technology, but at the same time, offers new application
possibilities for the existing generation of biometric systems.
However, moving the existing biometric technology to the cloud is a nontrivial task. Developers attempting to tackle
this task need to be aware of: the most common challenges and obstacles encountered, when moving the technology
to a cloud platform.
Cloud computing is a highly active field of research and development, which gained popularity only a few years
ago. Since the field covers a wide range of areas relating to all levels of cloud computing (i.e. PaaS, IaaS, and SaaS),
it is only natural that not all possible aspects of the field is appropriately covered in the available scientific literature.
This is also true for cloud-based biometrics.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
To introduce a dynamic authentication with sensory information for the access control systems. By combining
sensory information obtained from onboard sensors on the access cards as well as the original encoded identification
information, we are able to effectively tackle the problems such as access card loss, stolen, and duplication. Our
solution is backward-compatible with existing access control systems and significantly increases the key spaces for
authentication.

2.1 Problem solution
The cloud security is provided by biometric techniques are used such as Iris authentication and fingerprint. Although
these biometric authentication methods such as fingerprint, and iris are able to provide personal identification, they
have high infrastructure cost and access privileges which cannot be transferred among trusted users.Electronic key is
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generated uniquely for an individual user. It is the combination of the data’s like encoded information and the ID of
the user. The advantage of the proposed system is the electronic key is verified at each time in authentication and
finger print & iris verification is highly increases the efficiency of authentication.

2.2 Biometric Authentication
Biometric recognition systems represent pattern recognition systems, capable of recognizing individuals based on
their physiological or behavioural traits. These traits are considered to be unique to each individual and unlike
knowledge or token-based security mechanisms cannot be forgotten, lost or stolen. The most common traits used for
biometric recognition are: faces, fingerprints, irises, palm-prints, speech etc. Designing biometric services in cloud
emphasize that a decision has to be made with respect to which components of the biometric system should be
moved to the cloud and which implemented locally.
This authentication process use the following in proposed system:


Finger Print as image



Iris as image

Biometric is the authentication process which is used for the security purpose. The biometrics like fingure print and
iris images are used in the proposed system. We are using the minute matching algorithm for comparing the images.
As the first step in the biometric process is, we use fingure print images. An analysis was done between the user’s
image and the hacker’s image. The algorithm is used here for comparing the images. If the hacker tries to view the
data it will return that,’ the authentication is failed’.
The second step in the biometric process is, we use iris images. This process only compares the image and returns
the authentication.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The cloud security is provided by biometric techniques are used such as Iris authentication and fingerprint.
Electronic key is generated uniquely for an individual user. It is the combination of the data’s like encoded
information and the ID of the user .Electronic Key is verified at each time in authentication. Finger Print & Iris
verification is highly increase efficiency of authentication.
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3.1 System Architecture

3.2 Minutiae Matching Algorithm
Minutiae points from both the input and template imagesare extracted using the algorithm. The algorithmprovides
the following two outputs:
(a) A set of minutiaepoints, each characterized by its spatial position andorientation in the fingerprint image.
(b) Local ridge informationin the vicinity of each minutiae point. The two setsof minutiae points are then matched
using a point matchingalgorithm.
The algorithm first selects a reference minutiaepair (one from each image) and then determines the numberof
corresponding minutiae pairs using the remaining set ofpoints. The reference pair that results in the maximum
numberof corresponding pairs determines the best alignment.

4. MODULE DESCRIPTION
4.1 Admin Module
The admin can able to view the users list and user files which uploaded by the user individually. This admin is not
possible to view the files containing information they can able to view names alone.

4.2 User Module
The user must have to enter all the details in the application in the registration purposes. Once it is completed, user
will receive the authentication code for the user ID.
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4.3 Finger Print Authentication
The finger print authentication module , an user must upload the finger image for the further entry process after
completion of the electronic key validation. Once the finger image was uploaded by the user it will compare with
previous finger image when it a time of the registration purposes along with during login period.

4.4 Iris Authentication
The iris Authentication module , an user must upload the iris image for the further entry process after completion of
the finger print validation. Once the iris image was uploaded by the user it will compare with previous iris image
when it is uploaded at a time of the registration purposes along with during login period.

4.5 Electronic Key Validation
Theelectronic key validation module, electronic key is combination of the user ID provided by the server and the
sensory data provided by the admin. Every time when an user comes to login purposes an initial authentication is
electronic key validation.

4.6 View Files Module
The module, after completed successfully of all authentication process in our application the main application will
process and then scan user can able to add his documents at the same time at the same time view all the previous
documents too.

5. CONCLUSION
Cloud based biometric services have an enormous potential market value and as such attract research and
development groups from all around the world. In this paper some directions on how to move existing biometric
technology to a cloud platform were presented. Issues that need to be considered when designing cloud-based
biometric services have been presented and a case study, where a cloud fingerprint service was developed and
integrated with the e-learning framework Moodle was described as well. As part of our future work we plan to
migrate more biometric modalities to the cloud and, if possible, devise a multi-modal cloud-based biometric
solution.
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